A COMPARISON OF EVIDENCE BETWEEN TWO LANDING SITE THEORIES
I’ve always preferred to let the evidence of my cove location hypothesis speak for itself.
I would like to address, however, the long-held theory that Francis Drake and his crew
landed, camped, and careened their ship, “The Golden Hinde” for 36 days at Drakes Estero
at Drakes Bay. The Drakes Bay site now has a plaque describing its recent federal recognition
as the most probable area where Francis Drake landed.
Many people believe that it is the cove area where the first European visitors first set foot in
northern California. I would like to now make a direct comparison between that recognized
site and my hypothesis of Strawberry Cove in San Francisco Bay, using the Hondius “Portus
Plan” map, accepted facts from Drake’s journal records and a general overview using logic,
and practicality as well as visual and historic knowledge of the area.

The Documents Most Commonly Referenced

“The Famous Voyage of Sir Francis Drake into the South sea, and there hence about the whole
Globe of the earth in the yeere of our Lord, 1577”, and “The World Encompassed”

According to accepted historical fact, the main “ship’s journal” that was aboard on the
Golden Hinde’s great voyage was confiscated by Queen Elizabeth I upon the ships’ return to
England in 1580. The crew was forbidden to discuss in public the almost-3-year journey and
there’s little doubt that what eventually was published was highly edited.
Journalist Richard Hakluyt later assembled a manuscript that was published in 1589. The
original in the British Museum was inserted in a copy of Richard Hakluyt’s 1589, “The
Principal Navigations, Voyages and Discoveries of the English Nation, London”.
The writings were compiled by Hakluyt from three sources – John Cooke’s manuscript; part
of the Anonymous Narrative, and part of the manuscript of Francis Fletcher, the chaplain on
Drake’s ship. The manuscript is not as comprehensive as the later 1628 publication, “The
World Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake”, which reportedly used more of Fletcher’s
manuscript, and included more details about the voyage. Other pieces of information were
also gathered over time through additional sources, including the Spanish interrogation of
Drake’s own nephew, John Drake and others.

Let’s compare both sites to the Portus Plan map that was overseen by Drake and later
printed as an insert in the Hondius Broadside Map” of Drake’s voyage of circumnavigation:

The “Portus Plan” map of Drake’s California landing site is found at the top-left portion of the
Hondius Broadside Map. Let’s first look at a comparison with the Drakes Estero site:
DRAKES ESTERO COMPARISONS WITH THE PORTUS PLAN MAP

The first obvious problem with comparing the Portus Plan map to the Drakes Estero site is
that there is an assumption that the Drake map is upside down (showing “up” as south).
While discussing our cove location theories, the late Ed Von der Porten, former President of
the Drake Navigators Guild (who supported the Drakes Estero at Drakes Bay location for over
60 years), pointed out to me that there are a few maps from that period that show south as
“up”. I have found it to be extremely rare, and, importantly, all of the rest of the insets, as
well as the main global map itself, are traditional in showing north as “up”. I’ve found that
Drakes Estero site doen’t compare with the Drake map with any real accuracy. The flat
“island” to the left of the Drake map has been explained as “a sand spit that disappears and
reappears over time”. To this day, I’ve never seen any real evidence to back up this claim. In
addition, much of the cove area at Drakes Estero is well above sea level.
Here are a few map comparisons with Strawberry Cove:

(MORE PORTUS PLAN – STRAWBERRY COVE COMPARISONS ARE BELOW)

I’ve examined the Drakes Estero site several times (once with a naval scholar) and noticed
several problems with this location as a safe, hidden and defendable landing and careening
site for the Golden Hinde’s stay of 36 days. Here are some of my observations:
The approach to the Drakes Estero is neither very wide nor deep. The Golden Hinde’s draft,
fully laden, was 13 ft. as she would have entered the estero. According to Robert Power, a
former President of the California Historical Society and well-known proponent of Drake’s
landing in San Francisco Bay, the entrance to Drakes Estero had a maximum depth of 13ft,
and that “Drake would not have hazarded his vessel in entering such a doubtful anchorage”.
Getting her through the opening of the estero would not be the only challenge. They would
have had to line the ship up perfectly at high tide – and then ridden a series of small waves
into the opening that leads to the Estero. This would be a very risky maneuver and would
have put the ship, the crew, and the 40 tons of treasure aboard in danger. Then they would
have to fight the current to get the ship to the careening area. It would be another problem
to get the ship back out and into the rough bay.
There is a strong current that runs out through the estero. The careening of their ship at
this proposed location would have been a constant struggle, even for a short stay. Even if
they had used several kedge anchors (small land anchors used for the careening process),
the ship would have been in the challenging estero for five weeks - a considerably longer
time than would have been needed for the repair to the ship’s hull. I believe that this would
not be the logical physical conditions for such a long stay.

Richardson Bay was much deeper before the build-up of silt from logging in the 1800s.
Strawberry Cove is calm, hidden and has a natural, deep-channel approach

HOW THE LATITUDES MATCH THE JOURNAL DISCRIPTION
“…till we came within 38. degrees towards the line. In which height it pleased God to
send vs into a fair and good bay, with a good wind to enter the same.”

Both of the Drakes Estero and the Strawberry Cove locations are within a half degree, which are
well within the margin for error of this reported reading. Drakes Estero is 38.01’55 degrees
latitude, Strawberry Cove, 37.53’15. Both bay entrances are “within 38 degrees of the line”.

The estero is not hidden or defendable. A careened ship and her crew are very vulnerable.
Drake was well-aware that Spanish ships may travel up the coast while looking for both him
and his ship. The fact that this was “typhoon season” in the Pacific Ocean would have been
noted in the Spanish charts that they knew Drake had taken during his many earlier raids.
The Spanish knew that Drake would have to wait somewhere at least a month before
departing and sailing west across the Pacific Ocean.

On the Portus Plan map, there is a large signal fire illustrated on left side of the map.
I believe that the fire/smoke signal would alert the men to an entry of a Spanish ship into
The Bay (they used the same system back in England with signal fires on hilltops).This would
have put the signal fire right on the beach (that faces south) where the Spanish could have
easily seen it. “You might as well advertise”, I pointed out in one of my conversations with
Mr. Von der Porten. Below, I’ve illustrated the fire/smoke signal area at both the Drake
Estero site and at Strawberry Cove..

The Drakes Bay location was visited 16 years after Drake’s California landing by Sebastian
Cermeno, the Portuguese-born captain of the Manila galleon, “San Agustin”. The bay proved
to be dangerous after a storm ran the ship aground and it was destroyed. In an amazing
accomplishment, the (approx.) 70 men of the crew built a 40 ft. boat from the wreckage and
sailed all the way to Acapulco, Mexico. Though it was only 16 years after Drake, the men of
the San Agustin looked for signs that Drake’s encampment had been built there, but found
nothing. Notably, the natives of the Drakes Bay area never indicated that they had ever been
visited before by Europeans. After Cermeno’s disastrous visit, Drakes Bay was never again
used as a Manilla Galleon port.

THE CARTOGRAPHY: In cartography, the darker the shading, the steeper the shoreline
embankment. There are also lines on the land that indicate both hills and height. The Drake
map is very consistent with the elevations at Strawberry Cove. Not so with Drakes Estero.
For example, if the fire were on a beach, why is it shown with elevation markers and not flat
like the other beach area to its left? (Von der Porten said they signified sand dunes).

THE STRAWBERRY COVE COMPARISON:

ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE
Locating any artifacts from Drake’s stay in Marin has been an elusive endeavor for any and
all investigators with a Drake’s cove location theory.
Many porcelain sherds were found near the Drakes Estero site at Drakes Bay, and Drake
most likely had porcelain aboard. The investigation however, of select porcelain sherds as a
direct link to Drake by the Drake Navigator’s Guild has never been proven without a doubt.
In 1595, the ship wreck of the Manila galleon San Austin, captained by Sabastian Cermeno,
left most of its cargo at the bottom of Drakes Bay. A Manila galleon would, of course, have
large quantities of Chinese porcelain aboard and it is likely that some of it was left on shore.
To my knowledge, nothing else of real significance was ever found near Drakes Estero.

To date, I have found only decomposed iron at a depth of 6-8ft. at the San Francisco Bay
location, however, I contend that there may be at least one major artifact in existence that
could relate directly to my Strawberry Cove hypothesis:
Though it is still called “a hoax” by many today who know of its existence, a brass plate,
discovered under a rock atop a hill in Greenbrae in 1936, was carefully tested and then
confirmed to be the genuine “Plate of Brasse”, which was referred to in the journals. It was
left by Drake as he claimed the area for queen and country as, “Nova Albion” (“New
England”). In the 1970s, a re-examination of the plate led to some doubt, and that doubt
was promoted primarily by those who disagreed that Drake had found San Francisco Bay.
The plate is still a matter of great debate today. If it is once again examined (see related
article, available here on the “DISCOVERY” page), it may again be determined genuine,
making it a possible key piece of artefactual evidence. The plate of brass was discovered
about three miles from Strawberry Cove, in a more accessible landing area for larger ships.

This artifact was uncovered a short distance from Strawberry Cove (excerpt):

FINAL NOTE: I had great respect for the knowledge and life’s work of the late Edward
Von der Porten (former President of the Drake Navigator’s Guild). When I first discussed
my Drake California landing site hypothesis with him, he staunchly defended his longheld theory that Captain General Francis Drake had careened his ship, the Golden Hinde,
in Drakes Estero at Drakes Bay. I was encouraged, however, when he called my site
discovery presentation, “quite interesting”. I’ll miss Ed and our many Drake discussions.

